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Chapter 2731 
“Well, I’m contacting David. You should immediately lead someone to collect 

the resources in the sect.” “ 

If Hu Yixiao really invades, the resources will be burned and must not be left to 

Hu Yixiao.” 

Liu Ruyan ordered! 

She has already decided that if Hu Yixiao attacks and cannot resist, then she 

will give Hu Yixiao a ruined Jade Cauldron School! 

“Of order…” The third elder nodded, even though he led people away! 

At this moment, David was rushing to the Jade Cauldron Sect at high speed, 

his speed was as fast as lightning, and even the silhouette of the figure could 

be seen! 

Time passed by every minute and every second, and it will be several hours 

soon, but the third elder and Nie Heng still haven’t appeared! 

“Sect Master Hu, it’s been several hours, how long do we have to wait?” 

General Qi asked impatiently at this time! 

Hu Yixiao didn’t speak, and looked at Zongmen with a slight frown! 



At this time, he faintly felt that something was wrong. In his opinion, the third 

elder would definitely not be someone who would give in so easily! 

What’s more, the third elder still holds the method to open the Tibetan 

Medicine Pavilion in his hand, how could he give in so easily? 

He has been the suzerain for so many years, and the three elders did not give 

in, and established a resident outside the sect alone! 

In this short period of time, the third elder will succumb to the second elder? 

Hu Yixiao couldn’t figure it out! 

“It’s broken, it’s fu**ing fooled…” 

Hu Yixiao suddenly opened his eyes wide, and finally realized it! 

“General Qi, hurry up and break the formation, I was deceived by these two 

guys!” “ 

This Nie Heng, as my first disciple, even deceived his teacher. When the 

formation breaks and rushes in, I will definitely smash them to pieces!” Duan.” 

Hu Yixiao roared, and the anger rose up in his body! 

Seeing this, General Qi waved his hands, and many runes flew up again! 

With the golden light shining on the mountain protection formation, cracks 

began to appear on the mountain protection formation soon! 

Booming… 

With a loud noise, the mountain protection formation completely collapsed, 

and Hu Yixiao rushed into the Jade Cauldron Sect in an instant! 



Feeling the loud rumbling noise outside, Liu Ruyan and the third elder knew 

that the formation protecting the mountain was broken! 

Liu Ruyan led the people and stood guard at the entrance of the main hall, 

while the third elder and Nie Heng led some people to take the lead and 

guard at the front! 

Hu Yixiao angrily led people to the front of the main hall, looking at Liu Ruyan 

who was protected in the middle, he instantly understood everything! 

“You dare to lie to me, today I will tear your corpses into pieces…” 

Hu Yixiao roared, and the aura in his body kept rising! 

“Hu Yixiao, you actually brought outsiders to attack the Jade Cauldron Sect. 

This is treason. Do you want to follow in the footsteps of the Second Elder? 

“ 

Liu Ruyan said to Hu Yixiao with a cold face! 

“The second elder is a fart. Today I brought General Qi from the Mingli King 

City. He has the strength of the fifth rank of the Composite Body Realm. How 

can the second elder compare?” “Today those who follow me prosper and 

those who oppose me 

die , Those who are willing to submit to me now, stand up to me immediately, 

otherwise they will be killed…” 

Hu Yixiao said to the many disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

But all the disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect looked at each other in blank 

dismay, and no one moved. This made Hu Yixiao so angry! 

“Okay, since you are looking for death, then I will grant you…” 



Hu Yixiao said, his body jumped up, and suddenly an unstoppable murderous 

aura rose up! 

The third elder’s expression froze, and his body couldn’t help but tense, 

because at this moment, he was the only one who could face Hu Yixiao! 

“Hu Yixiao, don’t go crazy…” 

The third elder also jumped up, and a terrifying aura erupted instantly! 

Just like that, Hu Yixiao and the third elder punched at the same time in mid-

air! 
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Boom… 

The huge sound instantly shattered the earth, and the smoke and dust 

billowed! 

A figure flew upside down from the smoke and dust, and then fell heavily to 

the ground! 

Everyone looked and found that it was the third elder. The third elder’s face 

was extremely ugly, and he was still coughing up blood! 

“Third Junior Brother, although you and I are both in the third rank of the 

Composite Realm, you are still inferior to me.” “ 

Today I will kill all those who betrayed me!” 

Hu Yixiao glanced at everyone, his eyes flickering coldly ! 

“All disciples obey the order and swear to protect the suzerain!” 



Nie Heng suddenly shouted, making all the disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect 

stand in front of Liu Ruyan! 

Seeing this, Hu Yixiao gritted his teeth angrily and said, “Nie Heng, as my 

disciple, you have betrayed me now. I will send you to hell and prevent you 

from being reincarnated forever…” Hu Yixiao’s breath kept rushing, followed 

by 

a The fist hit Nie Heng! 

This punch instantly caused a storm. The huge storm made many disciples of 

the Jade Cauldron Sect unbearable, and they fell to the ground one after 

another! 

But Nie Heng is facing a huge storm, his eyes are full of determination! 

Although he couldn’t be Hu Yixiao’s opponent at all, and he couldn’t block the 

blow at all, but Nie Heng didn’t dodge! 

An aura of seeing death as home rose from Nie Heng’s body! 

Seeing that the huge storm was about to approach Nie Heng, a figure 

suddenly stood in front of Nie Heng, followed by a flash of white light. The 

huge storm was defeated and disappeared instantly under this white light! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Seeing the person standing in front of him, Nie Heng shouted excitedly! 

David smiled slightly, then looked at Liu Ruyan and said, “I’m not late, am I?” 

Liu Ruyan shook her head, “No, you came just in time…” 

“David?” 

When Hu Yixiao saw David, his face turned livid! 



“Hu Yixiao, are you itchy and dare to bring people to attack the Jade Cauldron 

Sect?” “ 

I tell you, I will cover the Jade Cauldron Sect in the future, so don’t try to think 

about the Jade Cauldron Sect 

anymore .” Said to Hu Yixiao disdainfully! 

Hu Yixiao frowned, and looked at David full of anger, “It’s a big tone, it seems 

that you have also been promoted to the Composite Body Realm, but you, a 

newcomer to the Composite Body Realm, dare to talk to me like that!” “I think 

you 

are I’m tired of work…” 

Hu Yixiao said, and threw his fist at David. Hu Yixiao always kept his hatred for 

David in his heart! 

“Since you look down on the newly-promoted body-fitting cultivator, I’ll show 

you the power of my newly-promoted body-fitting cultivator!” 

David said, his right hand suddenly clenched into a fist, and a golden light 

burst out from David’s right fist! 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

David also swung out with one punch! 

boom! 

The two fists collided, and golden light scattered in all directions like an 

explosion! 

Hu Yixiao only felt a huge force, like a moving train, hitting his chest heavily! 



Hu Yixiao was instantly sent flying by this force, and many bones in his body 

were shattered under this force, and blood spurted wildly! 

Bang… 

Hu Yixiao’s body fell in front of General Qi. General Qi and many beast soldiers 

looked at Hu Yixiao in front of them, and saw Hu Yixiao’s face was as white as 

paper, and his arm was deformed, obviously broken! 

This time, General Qi and the beast soldiers in Mingli King City were all 

dumbfounded. You must know that Hu Yixiao is a third-rank monk of the 

Composite Body Realm, so how could he be so vulnerable in front of David, a 

newcomer to the Composite Body Realm? 

This is not scientific at all! 

Hu Yixiao panted heavily, got up from the ground with difficulty, and looked at 

David in disbelief! 

“How could this happen? It’s impossible…” 

Hu Yixiao couldn’t believe that he was seriously injured by David’s punch! 
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“Do you still dare to look down on me, a newly promoted cultivator in the 

Composite Realm?” 

David looked at Hu Yixiao with a sneer on his face and said! 

“I understand, Liu Ruyan was able to become suzerain, and the second elder 

was able to be killed, it must be because of you!” 



Hu Yixiao figured it out, with the strength of the third elder and Liu Ruyan, it 

was impossible to defeat the second elder. Elders and those demon 

cultivators! 

It must be because of David’s appearance that Liu Ruyan won! 

“It’s too late for you to understand, today you will die under the sharp swords 

of everyone like the Second Elder!” 

David said slowly! 

“Hahaha, you look down on me too much. Although you can defeat me, the 

person I invited this time is the general of Mingli King City. General Qi is the 

fifth-grade strength of the Fusion Realm. I don’t believe that you can defeat 

him. No way!” 

“General Qi, please help me kill this guy, and when I take down the Jade 

Cauldron Sect, I will let General Qi enjoy the various pill resources of the Jade 

Cauldron Sect!” Hu Yixiao looked at General Qi and 

promised Benefits! 

Hearing that he could freely enjoy the Jade Cauldron Sect’s pill resources, 

General Qi’s face suddenly revealed a look of greed! 

“No problem, it’s nothing more than the strength of the newly promoted 

Fusion Realm. Although this guy can leapfrog and fight, I don’t believe that he 

can still defeat me.” 

General Qi said, and took a step forward suddenly! 

When General Qi took this step, the terrifying aura instantly changed the color 

of the world, and an invisible pressure made everyone in the Jade Cauldron 

Sect feel stagnant for breathing, and all of them showed pained expressions! 



Feeling the aura emanating from General Qi, David raised his mouth, and then 

waved his hand! 

A huge spiritual force instantly defeated General Qi’s aura, and everyone in the 

Jade Cauldron Sect felt relieved! 

“Boy, sure enough…” 

General Qi narrowed his eyes slightly. 

“Whether there are two strokes, it is more than enough to kill you…” 

David sneered! 

“The tone is so crazy, it seems that I want to show you!” 

After General Qi finished speaking, his body instantly rushed towards David 

like a beast! 

When General Qi rushed towards David, his body turned into a cheetah in an 

instant, and the surrounding void began to tremble. General Qi passed 

through the void and arrived in front of David in an instant! 

This astonishing scene instantly stunned everyone, and they were able to 

travel through the void, which shows that the opponent’s speed has reached 

the extreme! 

“David, be careful…” 

Liu Ruyan yelled, she knew that David must be under a lot of pressure against 

an opponent of the fifth rank of the Body Fit Realm! 

But David smiled slightly at Liu Ruyan, and made a gesture of reassurance. It 

seemed that he didn’t take General Qi seriously at all! 



Seeing David’s relaxed and comfortable appearance, General Qi became even 

more furious! 

“Wanfuquan…” 

General Qi shouted loudly, the runes all over his body lit up, and the fists were 

even densely covered with runes. It was a punch to David! 

“He’s still a spellcaster…” 

David raised his mouth, and a dragon-slaying sword appeared in his hand, 

blocking it directly in front of him! 

boom! 

The sky and the earth shook, and the sun and the moon dimmed! 

Under this blow, the two of them took three steps back at the same time! 

This blow was evenly divided, but General Qi, as the attacker, obviously lost! 

General Qi frowned, and looked at the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand 

in disbelief 

. 

Dragon Slaying Sword! 

David didn’t expect that General Qi, a monster, would even know Dragon 

Slaying Sword! 

“I didn’t expect you to know the Dragon Zhanjian, but it’s an honor for you to 

die under the Dragon Zhanjian!” After 



David finished speaking, he took a step forward, and the Dragon Zhanjian 

slashed with the momentum, and a huge sword glow shot straight. Go to 

General Qi! 

General Qi may have been afraid of the power of the dragon-slaying sword, so 

he threw out a punch to block it, but his body backed up again and again! 

Seeing General Qi being forced back again and again by David’s sword, Hu 

Yixiao’s expression was extremely ugly! 
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But just when General Qi kept retreating and hadn’t stabilized his figure, David 

launched another attack! 

The terrifying sword light swung out again, and it was going straight for 

General Qi! 

General Qi was shocked and furious. He was a dignified fifth-grade body-

fitting monk, but he was forced to retreat again and again by David, a 

newcomer into the body-building state. He didn’t even have a chance to 

breathe, so he was always at a disadvantage! 

“Ah…” 

General Qi roared madly, and with the roar, an invisible barrier appeared 

instantly! 

boom! 

David’s sword light struck the barrier fiercely, and the huge sword light easily 

tore the barrier apart! 



The terrifying power caused General Qi to lose his center of gravity all of a 

sudden, and he rolled over against the ground, flying for more than ten 

meters before barely coming to a stop! 

At this moment, General Qi looked extremely embarrassed! 

For a while, the audience was silent. General Qi is a fifth-rank integrated body 

monk, and his strength is naturally needless to say, otherwise he would not be 

able to become the guard of Mingli King City! 

But such a person, under David’s attack, didn’t even have the ability to fight 

back, and was beaten to the ground and crawled! 

Hu Yixiao only felt that his brain was not enough. David was just a newly 

promoted cultivator of the Composite Body Realm, how could this happen! 

At this moment, David, holding the sword in one hand, looked at General Qi 

coldly and said, “Didn’t you let me see it? Could it be that the people who saw 

your Mingli King City were beaten to the ground?” David’s face was full 

. Just for fun, David doesn’t have the slightest liking for Mingli Royal City! 

First, his Divine King Bow was stolen by the mole in Mingli King City, and then 

that Li Xing targeted him everywhere, and even wanted to join forces with Hu 

Ben to kill him! 

Now it is Hu Yixiao who is leading the people from Mingli King City to attack 

Yudingzong again. Everything has shown that Mingli King City is David’s 

enemy! 

Since he is an enemy, there is no need for David to be polite! 

David’s words were like a huge slap, slapping General Qi fiercely on the face, 

making General Qi very angry! 



In the eyes of General Qi, David is just a newly promoted cultivator of the 

Body Fit Realm, an insignificant little character, and he doesn’t take David 

seriously at all! 

Even if David defeated Hu Yixiao, General Qi didn’t pay much attention to 

David, but now it’s this little character whom he despises, which makes him 

lose and fall into a fight! 

“General Qi, David is not a high-level guy, but his strength is unfathomable. 

You can’t be careless!” 

Hu Yixiao hurriedly said to General Qi! 

Hu Yixiao said this in order to save General Qi’s face, so that the defeat just 

now was caused by General Qi’s own carelessness! 

“Don’t worry, I won’t be careless. If I hadn’t been careless just now, I wouldn’t 

have been forced by him so that I fell to the ground!” “It 

won’t happen this time…” 

After General Qi finished speaking, his whole body With an instant kick, the 

person punched David as if he was off the string! 

The terrifying wind of fists howled, but David showed a hint of sarcasm, 

pointed the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, and didn’t look at General Qi at 

all! 

Regardless of whether General Qi is careless or not, David is not afraid at all! 

What’s more, David still has the dragon-slaying sword in his hand, and General 

Qi is unarmed, so David is even more fearless! 

Seeing David’s sarcasm, General Qi became even more angry, and the 

terrifying punching style instantly locked David firmly! 



But David waved the Dragon Slaying Sword, and a flash of golden light shot 

out from the Dragon Slaying Sword in an instant! 

This sword light was extremely sharp, it cut through the fist wind in an instant, 

pierced through the obstruction of the fist wind, and went straight to General 

Qi! 

When General Qi saw this, he was shocked instantly. He had already exploded 

with all his strength at this moment. This punch might destroy the entire Jade 

Cauldron Sect! 
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But it was this terrifying punch that was cut through easily by David’s sword! 

General Qi was shocked, and hurriedly stopped to block. If he didn’t stop, he 

might be cut in half by David’s sword! 

Clang… 

With a loud bang, the sword light slashed on General Qi’s shield, and the huge 

counter-shock force made General Qi retreat instantly! 

But before his figure stabilized, another sword light from David arrived again! 

General Qi hastily waved his hands, forming a shield in front of him over and 

over again, blocking David’s attack! 

But the result was still the same, General Qi’s body kept retreating, but David’s 

attacks continued one after another, with sword lights slashing out one after 

another! 

In the end, General Qi was beaten to the ground again and rolled far away. 



After seeing General Qi being beaten to the bum, David stopped. This time, 

David looked at General Qi with his sword again and said, “What’s wrong? I’m 

careless again this time?” This sentence made General Qi’s expression instantly 

pale 

. It became red, and Liu Ruyan and the others on the side burst into laughter! 

Seeing that David dealt with General Qi so easily and comfortably, Liu Ruyan 

and the three elders also relaxed, watching David violently beat General Qi like 

watching the excitement! 

As for Hu Yixiao and those beast soldiers from the Mingli King City, watching 

General Qi roll back like last time, rolling back like a lazy donkey, their faces 

are as ugly as if they ate flies! 

General Qi slowly got up, the redness on his face receded, turning blue and 

white one after another, his eyes were full of ferocity! 

“General Qi, you are still being careless. David has weapons, but you are 

unarmed. Isn’t this obviously a disadvantage?” 

Hu Yixiao thought of a reason again, wanting to save face for General Qi! 

But everyone is not stupid. General Qi, a fifth-rank body-fitting monk, can 

easily deal with a newly-promoted body-fitting monk even with bare hands, 

but in the current situation, it is obvious that General Qi is inferior to others! 

“However, without a weapon, I’m really at a disadvantage, and what David 

holds is the dragon-slaying sword, which is a magic weapon. If there is no 

magic weapon, I will beat him to shit!” General Qi knew that Hu Yixiao was 

trying to save himself 

. , so he said along the way! 



“Do you think it was my Dragon Slaying Sword that defeated you?” David 

smiled coldly, and then waved his hand, and the Dragon Slaying Sword 

disappeared. “ 

David’s approach stunned General Qi for an instant. He never expected that 

David would do this! 

“David, how dare you humiliate me? I’m going to kill you…” 

General Qi roared angrily! 

“Hahaha, so what if I humiliate you? You said you killed me several times just 

now, and I’m still standing here just like that?” David laughed mockingly! 

Hearing David’s words, General Qi was so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

Now that he is watched by so many people, and there are many beast soldiers 

under him, he is completely humiliated! 

“David, you have completely angered me, and I will let you know the 

consequences…” 

General Qi gritted his teeth, narrowed his eyes slightly, and said with a 

murderous expression on his face! 

“I’ve been irritating you all the time. If you have any tricks, just use them. Even 

if you don’t use the Dragon Sword, I can still beat you to death.” “If you don’t 

want to die in shame, 

then Just explode and die by yourself, in this way, we can still hear the sound, 

and you deserve to die!” 

David was still provoking and mocking General Qi! 

General Qi couldn’t take it anymore, he seemed to be so grateful that his 

lungs were about to explode, so he roared, and the runes on his body flew 



into the air in an instant, and then several golden lights shone on General Qi’s 

body. The body began to tremble non-stop! 

 


